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High-energy x-ray-diffraction experiments performed on rhombohedral Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)12xTixO3
(PZN-x%PT) crystals with x54.5% and 8% show that an electric field applied along the @001# direction
induces the tetragonal phase, as proposed by Park and Shrout. Our experiments reveal that in PZN-4.5%PT
such a phase change occurs via a third phase with monoclinic symmetry M A , which is observed at interme-
diate field values. This is in agreement with first-principles calculations by Fu and Cohen predicting the
rotation of the polarization between the rhombohedral and tetragonal phases in this material. A different
polarization path between the rhombohedral and tetragonal phases, through a second monoclinic phase M C ,
has been previously reported in PZN-8%PT. The microscopic characterization of these crystals allows us to
explain the ultrahigh macroscopic strain observed in PZN-x%PT under an electric field. Furthermore, some
unusual scattering profiles displayed by exceptionally good crystals provide experimental evidence of the high
anharmonicities and near degeneracy of the different phases in these extremely deformable materials.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.224101 PACS number~s!: 77.65.2j, 61.10.Nz, 77.84.DyI. INTRODUCTION
Piezoelectric single crystals of the relaxor-ferroelectric
material Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)12xTixO3 (PZN-x%PT) oriented
along an @001# direction show exceptionally large piezoelec-
tric deformations, more than 1%.1,2 In their pioneering work,
Park and Shrout2 proposed that the origin of the ultrahigh
strain values observed in @001#-oriented PZN-8%PT ~8PT!
was a rhombohedral-to-tetragonal phase transition induced
by the electric field. Later, Liu et al.3 reported similar behav-
ior in 4.5PT @see Fig. 1~a!#. A revolution in the world of
piezoelectric devices seems certain to occur if the physical
properties of such highly deformable materials can be under-
stood and controlled.
Diffraction experiments on 8PT under an applied @001#
field have revealed the true long-range symmetry evolution
to be from a rhombohedral to a monoclinic phase.4 These
measurements were performed on relatively thick samples,
and a single tetragonal phase could not be reached before
sample breakdown @see Fig. 1~b!#. However it was shown
that it is the existence of such a monoclinic phase, rather
than a tetragonal one, which is crucial in explaining the out-
standing properties of these materials.
Monoclinic phases have been observed in the
temperature-composition phase diagrams of three of the
most important piezoelectric systems, Pb(Zr12xTix)O3
~PZT!,5 PZN-x%PT,6–8 and very recently also in
Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)12xTixO3 ~PMN-PT!,9–12 for compositions
around the morphotropic phase boundary ~MPB!, which rep-
resents the nearly vertical limit between the rhombohedral
and the tetragonal phases. Furthermore, it has been observed
that the region of stability of those phases is enlarged follow-
ing the application of an electric field.4,13,14 Optical15 and0163-1829/2002/65~22!/224101~7!/$20.00 65 2241x-ray-diffraction16,17 measurements have also indicated a
symmetry lowering in poled 8PT.
In contrast to the rhombohedral or tetragonal phases, the
polarization vectors in the monoclinic phases are no longer
constrained to be directed along a symmetry axis and can
rotate within the monoclinic plane. However, different polar-
ization rotation paths have been observed in these materials,
resulting in two types of monoclinic distortion M A ~as found
in PZT! and M C ~as found in 8PT! with space groups Cm
and Pm , respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 1~c!, in the M A
type, the monoclinic plane is the pseudocubic ~11¯0! plane
and the unit cell is doubled in volume with respect to the 4-Å
pseudocubic unit cell. In the M C type, the unit cell is primi-
tive and the monoclinic plane is the pseudocubic ~010! plane.
Very recently, Vanderbilt and Cohen18 reported a natural
derivation of these monoclinic phases by extending the De-
vonshire expansion of the free energy up to eighth-order,
which is indicative of the large anharmonicity intrinsic to
these highly piezoelectric materials. In what follows, we will
use their notation for the various phases. A strong anharmo-
nicity of the potential surfaces in lead oxides has also been
proposed by Kiat et al.19 based on experimental observa-
tions.
First-principles calculations by Bellaiche et al. have suc-
ceeded in reproducing the monoclinic phase in PZT, both at
zero electric field20 and also under an applied field.21 Most
importantly, the calculations have shown that the huge in-
crease in the piezoelectric coefficients close to the MPB of
these materials is directly related to polarization rotation be-
tween the rhombohedral @111# and tetragonal @001# polar
axes22 and, ultimately, to the existence of a monoclinic
phase.20 This has very important consequences for a funda-
mental understanding of the piezoelectric properties in these
compounds.©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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various observations is required, with the goal of making the
high-strain piezoelectric systems as controllable and conve-
nient as the PZT-based materials in current use. We have
accordingly performed high-energy x-ray-diffraction experi-
ments on rhombohedral 4.5PT and 8PT crystals with an elec-
tric field applied in situ along the @001# direction, and studied
how the symmetry evolves. A field-induced long-range te-
tragonal phase has in fact been observed in both 4.5PT and
8PT compositions, thus confirming Park and Shrout’s
hypothesis.2 These experiments, together with those recently
reported for 8PT,4,17,14 9PT,6,7 and xPT (x>10%),8 provide a
much clearer picture of the field-induced behavior in rhom-
bohedral PZN-x%PT. This work also provides the link be-
tween the anomalous macroscopic strain values in these ma-
terials and the evolution of the structural parameter under an
applied field.
FIG. 1. ~a! Macroscopic strain vs electric field for 4.5PT follow-
ing Ref. 3. ~b! Lattice parameters vs electric field for 8PT, adapted
from Ref. 4. ~c! Polarization vectors in the perovskite unit cell,
shown by thick arrows. The thick lines represent the paths followed
by the end of the polarization vector in the monoclinic phases, in
between the rhombohedral (R), tetragonal (T), and orthorhombic
~O! phases. The M A , M B , M C notation is adopted following
Vanderbilt and Cohen ~Ref. 18!.22410II. EXPERIMENT
4.5PT and 8PT samples were grown by the high-
temperature flux technique described in Ref. 2. The samples
were then oriented and cut in the form of rectangular paral-
lelepipeds, with sides ranging from 0.5 to 3 mm, and at least
two of the faces perpendicular to an @001# direction. Gold
was sputtered on two of the $001% faces of all the samples,
and thin wires were attached to enable an electric field to be
applied along the @001# direction. It should be noted that
rhombohedral as-grown PZN-x%PT crystals have a relaxor
character and are, therefore, crystallographically disordered.
In order to induce the ferroelectric long-range ordered state it
is necessary to pole them under an electric field. This poling
is typically accomplished by applying a field of about 10
kV/cm at room temperature. If the electric field is applied
along the @111# direction, no change of symmetry is observed
and the crystal in the ordered state is still rhombohedral. As
described above, in this work the crystals are poled along the
@001# direction. Very narrow mosaics were observed in the
diffraction patterns demonstrating the excellent quality of the
crystals.
Single-crystal diffraction experiments were carried out at
the National Synchrotron Light Source, on beam lines
X17B1 and X22A, with high-energy x rays of 67 keV
(;0.18 Å) and 32 keV (;0.38 Å), respectively. High-
energy x rays are needed to observe the crystal structure
underneath the skin of the sample, which extends a few mi-
crons below the surfaces4,23 and behaves differently from the
bulk, as shown by Ohwada et al.14 At X17B1, the high-flux
monochromatic beam was obtained from a superconducting
wiggler device by use of a Si~220! crystal in Laue-Bragg
geometry. At X22A, the third-order reflection of a Si~111!
monochromator crystal was used to provide the 32-keV
beam. Both beamlines are equipped with four-circle Huber
diffractometers, with Si~220! and Si~111! analyzer crystals
mounted in the diffraction path at X17B1 and X22A, respec-
tively.
For the diffraction experiments with an in situ electric
field applied, a special sample holder was constructed in
which the sample wires were soldered to the high-voltage
leads, and the samples were unclamped and free to deform.
The samples were coated with a silicone dielectric com-
pound ~GC Electronics-type Z5! to prevent arcing, and were
kept in place with a tiny dab of vacuum grease. The maxi-
mum value of the applied field was limited by the dielectric
breakdown of the samples; in the case of the thinnest
samples (d50.5 mm), fields as high as 45 kV/cm were
achieved.
III. RESULTS
Three 4.5PT crystals (A , B, and C) were studied. In crys-
tals A and B the monoclinic phase was unambiguously ob-
served for E,30 kV/cm, consistent with the macroscopic
strain measurements shown in Fig. 1~a!.2 The results ob-
tained for crystal A are summarized in Fig. 2. The initial state
at E50, for which am /A2.cm.bm /A2, corresponds to a1-2
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Under the application of an electric field along the @001#
direction, a monoclinic phase of M A type is induced for E
,30 kV/cm, as shown by a steady decrease in am /A2 and
bm /A2 and a corresponding increase in cm ~Fig. 2, top!, and
by a mesh scan in the reciprocal HHL plane ~the monoclinic
plane! around the pseudocubic ~220! reflection at E
520 kV/cm ~Fig. 2, bottom left!. This monoclinic phase is
similar to that observed in PZT,5 in which am and bm are
rotated 45° about the pseudocubic @001# direction and are
approximately equal to aoA2 and cm;ao , where ao is the
pseudocubic lattice parameter. The intensity distribution ob-
served at 20 kV/cm in Fig. 2 ~bottom left! arises from the
presence of four different M A domains formed when the field
is applied along the @001# direction, as previously explained
in Ref. 10. Peaks are observed at two different positions
along the longitudinal scans around H5K52, correspond-
ing to am and bm respectively. The splitting between the pair
of peaks at the smaller value of H5K ~i.e., the larger lattice
parameter am) along the transverse ~field! direction is related
to the monoclinic angle b590.08°. For E530 kV/cm, the
mesh scans have a more complicated appearance in that most
of the intensity has coalesced within a single broad region,
but with a distribution of lattice parameters ~Fig. 2, bottom
right!, which we interpret as an incomplete transformation to
FIG. 2. Evolution of lattice parameters with an electric field
applied along the @001# direction in a 4.5PT crystal ~dimensions 3
3331 mm3) in the rhombohedral and monoclinic phases, as ob-
served by high-energy x-ray diffraction ~top!. Mesh scans in the
HHL zone of reciprocal space around the pseudocubic ~220! reflec-
tion are shown in the bottom plots for E520 kV/cm ~bottom left!
and E530 kV/cm ~bottom right!. Intensities are on a linear scale.22410a tetragonal phase. However, even at E535 kV/cm, we did
not observe a single tetragonal phase, probably because of
the existence of several regions with different transformation
fields.
The results obtained for crystal C were rather different,
they showed unambiguously a crossover between the mono-
clinic and tetragonal phases, but at an anomalously low value
of ;11 kV/cm for this composition. The evolution of the
lattice parameters under a @001# electric field for this crystal
is shown in Fig. 3. In this case, the tetragonal phase, charac-
terized by two lattice parameters at and ct , is indeed ob-
served at high fields, as proposed by Park and Shrout on the
basis of macroscopic measurements.2 When the field is de-
creased, the tetragonal distortion ct /at also decreases; how-
ever, the tetragonal phase does not transform directly into a
rhombohedral phase at low fields. Instead, a monoclinic
phase is observed as at splits into am and bm , and the angle
b between am and cm becomes slightly greater than 90°.
This monoclinic phase is also of M A type, and as can be seen
in Fig. 3, the crystal remains monoclinic even at E50. It is
noteworthy that at this point, cm;am /A2, corresponding to
the singular case of a monoclinic cell with the polarization
vector lying along the rhombohedral polar axis @111#, prob-
ably as a result of the underlying monoclinic distortion of the
oxygen octahedra. In order to recover the initial rhombohe-
dral phase, it would be necessary to apply a field in the
reverse direction.
Figure 4 shows the region of the reciprocal HHL plane
around the pseudocubic ~330! reflection for several different
FIG. 3. Evolution of lattice parameters with an electric field
applied along the @001# direction in the second 4.5PT crystal in the
monoclinic and tetagonal phases, as observed by high-energy x-ray
diffraction. The thick lines represent the macroscopic unipolar
strain along the @001# direction obtained by dilatometric measure-
ments on the same sample. The thinner lines are a guide to the eye.1-3
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4~a!–4~c! (E50, 7, and 10 kV/cm, respectively! arise from
the four different M A monoclinic domains formed when the
field is applied along the @001# direction, as noted previously.
Once again, peaks are observed at two different positions
along the longitudinal scans around H5K53, correspond-
ing to am and bm , respectively. Note that H5K5L53 is
defined in order to reflect the value of cm at E50, so that the
value H5K53 in the scans means that am5cm . The split-
ting between the pair of peaks at the smaller value of H
5K corresponds to a monoclinic angle of b590.13°. As the
field is increased, both am and bm decrease, as shown by the
shifts to larger H5K values. At E512 kV/cm, the intensity
has coalesced into a single peak @Fig. 4~d!# and the crystal is
in the tetragonal phase ~i.e., am5bm , b590°!. From Fig. 3,
it is seen that the transformation occurs at about 11 kV/cm.
The composition of the crystal C was confirmed using di-
electric measurement, with Tmax being 170 °C. In addition to
the exceptionally low phase-transition field, the strain behav-
ior associated with the phase transition in Fig. 3 does not
show the typical hysteretic jump at the transition field. We
suspect that the defect structure and subsequent abnormal
domain configuration may affect the phase-transition behav-
ior of this crystal. Further investigation is going on.
4.5PT, therefore, behaves differently than 8PT, as can be
readily inferred from Fig. 1~b!. As reported in Ref. 4, appli-
cation of a @001# electric field to the latter yields a mono-
FIG. 4. Mesh scans around the pseudocubic ~330! reflection in
the HHL zone of the reciprocal space for the second crystal of
4.5PT at E50 ~a!, 7 ~b!, 10 ~c!, and 12 ~d! kV/cm. The intensities
are plotted on a logarithmic scale.22410clinic cell of M C type, with a primitive cell of about 4 Å
along the edge. In the 8PT case the characteristic intensity
distribution resulting from the four possible monoclinic do-
mains is observed in the 0KL ~or H0L) zone of reciprocal
space, since the monoclinic angle is now contained within
the ~010! plane. Figures 5~a!–5~d! show such intensity dis-
tributions around the pseudocubic ~200! reflection for several
different values of the applied electric field E50, 9, 15, and
35 kV/cm, respectively. Unlike 4.5PT, bm remains approxi-
mately constant at K52.015 as the field is increased, while
am decreases, approaching bm @see also Fig. 1~b!#. At suffi-
ciently high fields, am becomes equal to bm and the crystal
becomes tetragonal, showing a single reflection around the
~200! point in reciprocal space @Fig. 5~d!#, as also illustrated
by the dotted lines in Fig. 1~b!.
When the field is removed, the crystal does not become
rhombohedral, but resembles 4.5PT in this respect, with am
5cmÞbm , bÞ90°. However, unlike M A , in this case the
equality am5cm corresponds to a higher symmetry than
M C , namely, orthorhombic, O @see also Fig. 1~c!#.5 This
‘‘pseudomonoclinic’’ O phase (O*) has recently been ob-
served in the phase diagram of PZN-x%PT for 9PT and
10PT.6–8
As we have mentioned, the crossover between the mono-
clinic and tetragonal phases depends on the sample compo-
sition, as well as on the experimental conditions, such as
FIG. 5. Mesh scans around the pseudocubic ~200! reflection in
the H0L ~or 0KL) zone of reciprocal space for 8PT at E50 ~a!, 9
~b!, 15 ~c!, and 35 ~d! kV/cm. The intensities are plotted on a
logarithmic scale.1-4
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vealed that the critical fields at which the monoclinic-to-
tetragonal phase change takes place are different across the
sample thickness,14 most likely due to a distribution of strain.
Figure 6 shows the lattice parameters of one of the 8PT
crystals under an @001# electric field. The results are very
similar to those in Fig. 1~b! ~Ref. 4! but in this case the
tetragonal phase could be reached. We observed an interme-
diate region (7,E,20 kV/cm) in which the two phases,
monoclinic M C and tetragonal, coexist. Measurements of the
c lattice parameter made with a narrow beam about 100 mm
in width ~inverted triangles in Fig. 6! showed that the tetrag-
onal phase was indeed reached at different field values across
the sample thickness, between 7–20 kV/cm.
IV. DISCUSSION
The most outstanding feature of the @001#-oriented rhom-
bohedral PZN-x%PT crystals is the extremely high deforma-
tion that can be obtained under the application of an electric
field. Of paramount interest from the applications point of
view is the fact that large elongations can be obtained with
very little hysteresis, which means virtually no domain-wall
motion. As observed in the Dl/l measurements plotted in
Fig. 3, the macroscopic deformation of about 0.6% in 4.5PT
for E<40 kV/cm corresponds very closely to the elongation
of the unit cell along the field direction. The observed total
strain is due partly to polarization rotation and elongation in
the M A phase between @111# and @001# and partly due to the
FIG. 6. Evolution of lattice parameters with an electric field
applied along the @001# direction for a 8PT crystal. Solid symbols
represent the monoclinic lattice parameters. Open symbols repre-
sent the tetragonal lattice parameters. Inverted triangles show the
results of measurements of the c parameter with a 100-mm beam at
two different depths in the crystal, as illustrated schematically in the
inset.22410c-axis elongation of the unit cell in the tetragonal phase.
However, a change of slope is clearly observed in both Dl/l
and the c parameter with applied field at the M A-T phase
transition, from which it can be inferred directly that the
piezoelectric modulus ~elongation per volt! in the monoclinic
phase is about five times larger than that in the tetragonal
phase.
The observed macroscopic strain depends on the initial
domain configuration, and thus, on the previous history of
the crystal. The coincidence of the microscopic and macro-
scopic measurements in Fig. 2 indicates that the crystal con-
sisted only of domains with polarizations 35° away from the
field direction @001# ~see Refs. 2 and 25!. When the field is
applied, the polarization of the domains rotates until the
crystal becomes tetragonal and monodomain, with the polar-
ization parallel to the field.
However, a negative electric field or mechanical pressure
along the field direction can favor domains with polariza-
tions closer to the plane perpendicular to the field, as recently
described for the PZT case.26 This fact can explain the dra-
matic differences observed between the stress-free-bipolar
and slightly-clamped-unipolar strain curves reported by
Viehland17 on 8PT crystals. The deep strain level of
20.6% and the aggregate strain level of 1.2% observed in
the bipolar strain curve of @001#-oriented 8PT crystals corre-
spond to the maximum spontaneous strain observed for M C ,
i.e., the strain between the monoclinic a and b, and b and c
axes, respectively @see Fig. 1~b!#.
The extreme sensitivity of these materials to the experi-
mental conditions, in particular, to stress is an indication of
the near degeneracy of the different phases around their
MPB’s. Although the exact field values at which the phase
transitions happen would need to be determined for very
specific experimental conditions, we still can sketch an elec-
tric field vs composition phase diagram for rhombohedral
PZN-x%PT as shown in Fig. 7. Close to the MPB at 8PT, the
FIG. 7. Sketch of the @001# electric field vs composition phase
diagram for PZN-x%PT.1-5
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phase has been so far observed for 4.5PT.
An intricate and history-dependent domain configuration
is another consequence of the high degeneracy of the various
phases displayed by the PZN-xPT system, which can also
produce some exotic and unusual diffraction intensity distri-
butions, especially for compositions very close to the MPB.
Figure 8~a! shows the three-peak pattern usually observed in
8PT crystals in the H0L zone around the pseudocubic ~200!
reflection at E50, arising from the four different monoclinic
domains.4 However, on one occasion a very interesting rod-
FIG. 8. ~a! Typical profile observed for 8PT in the H0L zone of
reciprocal space around the pseudocubic ~200! reflection at E50.
~b! Example of an unusual profile observed in the same region. ~c!
An unusual intensity distribution observed for the same composi-
tion in the tetragonal phase. The intensities are on a logarithmic
scale.22410like intensity distribution was observed in the same crystal
upon the removal of the electric field @Fig. 8~b!#, the d spac-
ings of the rods being identical to those of the Bragg peaks.
Unfortunately, we were never able to reproduce such a rod
pattern, but we speculate that this interesting behavior may
be due to a complicated domain formation. Another example
of unusual diffuse scattering is shown in Fig. 8~c!, corre-
sponding to the same region of the reciprocal space of a 8PT
crystal under a 25 kV/cm @001# electric field. Most of the
crystal has transformed into the tetragonal phase character-
ized by a single lattice parameter in this zone @as in Fig.
5~d!#. The sharpness of this reflection shows the excellent
quality of the crystal and the accuracy of the electric-field
orientation. However, when plotted on a logarithmic scale
@as in Fig. 8~c!#, a fascinating fishlike shape is revealed, in-
dicating that a small fraction of the sample retains a distri-
bution of both lattice parameters and monoclinic angles.
To conclude, the polarization rotation path has been in-
vestigated for rhombohedral 4.5PT and 8PT single crystals
under a @001# electric field. In 4.5PT the polarization vector
rotates directly from @111# towards @001# via a monoclinic
M A phase. In 8PT, which lies closer to the MPB, the polar-
ization vector jumps at a relatively low field to the ~010!
plane and rotates in this plane, via a monoclinic M C phase,
towards @001# when the field is increased.4 For both compo-
sitions a single tetragonal phase has been observed at high
fields. The behavior of the lattice parameters as a function of
electric field can account for the ultrahigh macroscopic pi-
ezoelectric deformations in terms of the microscopic defor-
mation of the unit cell ~rotation plus elongation!.
On occasions, unique contour plots have been recorded,
especially for the 8PT crystals, which show very peculiar
intensity distributions and are believed to reflect the exis-
tence of heavily twinned materials and complicated local ef-
fects. Further work is needed to fully understand some of
these features; in particular, a detailed study of the compli-
cated diffuse scattering would provide very useful informa-
tion about the local order in these materials. However, we
may safely conclude that all the reported observations are
consequences of the high anharmonicity and the delicate en-
ergy balance between the different phases in these highly
deformable materials.
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